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Acclaimed Movers & Storage Adds Videos on Web Filmed in Malibu

Locally shot video clips in Malibu detail the moving process.

(PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- Acclaimed Movers & Storage, a Los Angeles-based luxury moving company,
has upgraded their online presence by adding videos on web, filmed in Malibu. The videos, posted on a variety
of pages at www.acclaimedmovers.com, show Acclaimed Movers employees at work and detail aspects of the
moving process. Each clip runs from one to four minutes. Videos can currently be found on the International
Moving, Auto Transportation and Office Moving pages, but more may be added over time. The company
developed these videos on web, filmed in Malibu, to help customers visualize what happens during a move, and
showcase the expertise of Acclaimed Movers’ professional relocation experts.

Full-service relocation assistance is what made Acclaimed Movers & Storage famous, and these informative
videos on web filmed in Malibu are just one small part of the many ways the company aims to improve the
moving experience for their customers. Courteous and professional staff are rigorously trained and skilled at
meeting all local, long distance and even international moving challenges. Every effort is made to arrange
optimal scheduling for the client, and every item being handled (during disassembly, packing, transportation
and unloading) receives exceptional care. In the event that storage is required, belongings are kept safe from
dust, rust, theft and the elements in a state-of-the-art, climate-controlled storage facility. If anything unexpected
comes up, these professional movers are prepared to troubleshoot it—and they’ll stay in touch with the
customer to keep them informed and put their mind at ease.

Acclaimed Movers & Storage believes that every move should be as easy, smooth and hassle-free as possible.
Movers are instructed in all aspects of packing and loading, for fast, efficient and effective placement of
belongings on the moving truck. Drivers are fully trained, licensed and insured, for confidence on the road. The
entire fleet of moving vehicles is designed to have a lower carbon footprint: every truck is well maintained,
equipped with a GPS system and outfitted with a bio-diesel fuel engine for eco-friendly traveling. Acclaimed
Movers even makes specialized relocations seem effortless: experts in piano moving, artwork crating, vehicle
transportation and commercial moving are at the ready with the tools and knowledge to carry out their job with
complete success. For complete peace of mind during any commercial or residential move, call Acclaimed
Movers & Storage or visit their website and ask about their free, no-obligation quote.
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Contact Information
Jamie Simon
Acclaimed Movers
http://www.acclaimedmovers.com
+1 (888) 668-3703

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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